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Peace as a Woman's Issue 1993-03-01
a history of the ideologies and personalities of the feminist peace movement in the us this study explores connections between
militarism and violence against women women as the mothers of society women as naturally responsible citizens and the
desire to be independent of male control

Women, Peace and Security 2010-11
this book provides a critical assessment of the impact of un resolution 1325 by examining the effect of peacebuilding missions
on increasing gender equality within conflict affected countries un resolution 1325 was adopted in october 2000 and was the
first time that the security concerns of women in situations of armed conflict and their role in peacebuilding was placed on the
agenda of the un security council it was an important step forward in terms of bringing women s rights and gender equality to
bear in the un s peace and security agenda more than a decade after the adoption of this resolution its practical reality is yet to
be substantially felt on the ground in the very societies and regions where women remain disproportionately affected by armed
conflict and grossly under represented in peace processes this realization in part led to the adoption in 2008 and 2009 of three
other security council resolutions on sexual violence in conflict violence against women and for the development of indicators
to measure progress in addressing women peace and security issues the book draws together the findings from eight countries
and four regional contexts to provide guidance on how the impact of resolution 1325 can be measured and how peacekeeping
operations could improve their capacity to effectively engender security this book will be of much interest to students of
peacebuilding gender studies the united nations international security and ir in general

Women and Peace 1987
from the john holmes library collection

Women in War and Peace 2000
as warriors freedom fighters and victims as mothers wives and prostitutes and as creators and members of peace movements
women are inevitably caught up in the net of war yet women s participation in warfare and peace campaigns has often been
underestimated or ignored images of women in peace and war explores women s relationships to war peace and revolution
from the amazons inka and boadicea to women soldiers in south africa mau mau freedom fighters and the protestors at
greenham common the contributors consider not only the reality of women s participation but also look at how their actions
have been perceived and represented across cultures and through history they examine how sexual imagery is constructed how
it is used to delineate women s relation to warfare and how these images have sometimes been subverted in order to challenge
the status quo the book raises important questions about whether women have a special prerogative to promote peace and
considers whether the experience of motherhood leads to a distinctive women s position on war the authors find that their
analyses lead them to deal with arguments on the basic nature of the sexes and to reevaluate our concepts of peace war and
gender

Images of Women in Peace and War 1988
traces the development of the women s campaign for peace in the u s from its roots in 19th cent abolitionist and suffrage
movements to the persian gulf war the wilpf takes center stage but many other groups ranging from the women s peace union
to women strike for peace women for racial and economic equality and the peace encampments are also examined covers the 4
most consistent themes within the movement s history the connection between militarism and violence against women women
are the mothers of society and therefore inherently against war women are prone by nature to act as responsible citizens and
the desire many women feel to be independent of male control illus

Peace as a Woman's Issue 2002-03
this book presents a rich collection of betty a reardon s writing on gender studies sexism and the war system and human
security from a feminist perspective betty a reardon is a pioneer of gender studies who as a feminist identified the structural
relationship between sexism and the war system and as a scholar a shift from national to human security as a pioneer in
contemporary theories on gender and peace betty a reardon has continually developed research on the integral relationship
between patriarchy and war and has been an outspoken advocate of gender issues as an essential aspect of peace studies of
problems of gender equity as the subject of peace research and of gender experience as a crucial factor in defining and
attaining human security her work evolved in the context of international women s movements for human rights peace and the
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united nations and is widely drawn upon by activists and educators in order to introduce a gender perspective to peace studies
and education and a peace perspective to women s studies

Betty A. Reardon: Key Texts in Gender and Peace 2014-11-14
this volume focuses on the efforts made by women and those made on their behalf to hold to account those who committed
crimes against them during times of war and conflict

Women and Peace 1993-07-01
offering a broad overview of what is being done in conflict affected countries to advance women s participation in peace
processes peace building and decision making this record examines the implementation of un security council resolution 1325
on women peace and security and presents evidence based case studies from east timor fiji and sri lanka as it explores ways to
protect women and girls from violence it suggests key actions that should be taken by development agencies women s
nongovernmental organizations and policymakers the book focuses on the following fundamental aspects a specifically feminist
methodology a priority on gender equality and women s empowerment and the broad notions of human security and peace
building

Gendered Peace 2008
how and why do women s contributions matter in peace and security processes why should women s activities in this sphere be
explored separately from peacebuilding efforts in general decisively answering these questions sanam anderlini offers a
comprehensive cross regional analysis of women s peacebuilding initiatives around the world and highlights the endemic
problems that stunt progress her astute analysis based on extensive research and field experience demonstrates how gender
sensitivity in programming can be a catalytic component in the complex task of building sustainable peace and provides
concrete examples of how to draw on women s untapped potential

Peace and Security 2012
this book examines the work of three key women s organizations working towards women s rights and a peaceful solution to
the cyprus problem based on a 13 year longitudinal qualitative study that develops a transnational feminist lens to look at the
role of hands across the divide had the gender advisory team gat and the mediterranean institute of gender studies migs
organizations in women s activism on cyprus the research zooms in on three main questions 1 how have women s groups
organized for peace 2 what have been their key issues and organizing strategies 3 what have been their organizing successes
and challenges

Women Building Peace 2007
passed in 2000 the united nations security council resolution 1325 and subsequent seven resolutions make up the women
peace and security wps agenda this agenda is a significant international normative and policy framework addressing the
gender specific impacts of conflict on women and girls including protection against sexual and gender based violence
promotion of women s participation in peace and security processes and support for women s roles as peace builders in the
prevention of conflict and rebuilding of societies after conflict implementation within and across states and international
organizations and within peace and security operations has been slow despite significant transnational advocacy in support of
the wps agenda the oxford handbook of women peace and security brings together scholars advocates and policymakers to
provide an overview of what we know concerning what works to promote women s participation in peace and security what
works to protect women and girls from sexual and gender based violence and other human rights violations and what works to
prevent conflict drawing on women s experiences and knowledge of building peace from local to global levels just as
importantly it addresses the gaps in knowledge on and the future direction of scholarship on wps the handbook particularly
aims to build on the findings from the 2015 global study of resolution 1325 commissioned by the un secretary general over the
course of six sections the handbook addresses the concepts and early history behind wps the theory and practice of wps
international institutions involved with the wps agenda the implementation of wps in conflict prevention peace operations
peace building arms control human rights protection and protection of civilians connections between wps and other un
resolutions and agendas and the ongoing and future challenges of wps
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Women, War and Peace 1992
what does gender equality mean for peace justice and security at the turn of the 21st century feminist advocates persuaded the
united nations security council to adopt a resolution that drew attention to this question at the highest levels of international
policy deliberations today the women peace and security agenda is a complex field relevant to every conceivable dimension of
war and peace this groundbreaking book engages vexed and vexing questions about the future of the agenda from the legacies
of coloniality to the prospects of international law and from the implications of the global arms trade to the impact of climate
change it balances analysis of emerging trends with specially commissioned reflections from those at the forefront of policy
and practice

Women's Organizations for Peace 2020-08-19
a collection of readings that demonstrate the active part that women have played in the construction of peace after world war
ii it includes letters conference addresses transcripts essays and newspaper articles by american women including eleanor
roosevelt and emily hickman

The Oxford Handbook of Women, Peace, and Security 2018-12-11
this handbook provides a comprehensive overview of feminist approaches to questions of violence justice and peace the volume
argues that critical feminist thinking is necessary to analyse core peace and conflict issues and is fundamental to thinking
about solutions to global problems and promoting peaceful conflict transformation contributions to the volume consider
questions at the intersection of feminism gender peace justice and violence through interdisciplinary perspectives the
handbook engages with multiple feminisms diverse policy concerns and works with diverse theoretical and methodological
contributions the volume covers the gendered nature of five major themes methodologies and genealogies including theories
concepts histories methodologies politics power and violence including the ways in which violence is created maintained and
reproduced and the gendered dynamics of its instantiations institutional and societal interventions to promote peace including
those by national regional and international organisations and civil society or informal groups bodies bodies sexualities and
health including sexual health biopolitics sexual orientation global inequalities including climate change aid global political
economy this handbook will be of great interest to students of peace and conflict studies security studies feminist studies
gender studies international relations and politics chapter 9 of this book is freely available as a downloadable open access pdf
at taylorfrancis com under a creative commons attribution non commercial no derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0 license

Women & Peacebuilding 1999
in responsibility to protect and women peace and security aligning the protection agendas editors sara e davies zim nwokora
eli stamnes and sarah teitt address the intersections of the responsibility to protect r2p principle and the women peace and
security wps agenda contributions from policy makers and academics consider both the merits and the utility of aligning the
protection agendas of r2p and wps a number of actionable recommendations are made concerning a unification of the agendas
to best support the global empowerment of women and the prevention of mass atrocities

New Directions in Women, Peace, and Security 2020-06-12

What Kind of World Do We Want? 2000
perhaps the first to develop a gender analysis of conflict in south asia this volume challenges the centrality of men s
experiences and theorisations of conflict instead it focuses on women s experiences as representing alternative and non violent
ways negotiating the construction of conflictual identities and on women s perspectives which privilege the notion of a just
peace this vital and timely contribution to an understanding of women s neglected yet crucial role in times of war and peace
highlights the way in which women manage survival and reconstruction it will interest students and scholars of gender studies
conflict and peace studies political science and psychology as well as the lay reader

Routledge Handbook of Feminist Peace Research 2021-03-11
most history books contain information about men but that is only half the story this book covers the period from the end of the
victorian area through two world wars when women played an active role in social and political development and increasingly
made an inpact in the workplace
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Women, War and Peace 2004
one of the founding members of women strike for peace recalls the origins of this group the vietnam war era her personal
involvement with the peace movement

Responsibility to Protect and Women, Peace and Security 2013-08-08
the twenty first century has brought with it a shift from the notion of human security being located in secure national borders
to the need to secure the safety freedom and dignity of all despite efforts to equalize women s status in the world evidenced by
changes in many international projects requiring a gender focus women and men experience most of the world in very different
ways according to gender further the reality is that humans who do not all fall neatly into one of these categories male or
female often find their lives further challenged in the 1980s peace and conflict studies first began to acknowledge and study
the different experiences males and females have during war and peace since then there have been books about women and
war women working at grassroots levels to build peace women and transitional justice women and peace education and women
s views of human security all of these works have contributed to the discourse of our changing world this book brings together
some of those themes and voices and adds more with the final product being more than the sum of its parts we add to the
conversation a book that considers foundational fundamental issues that span from the interpersonal to the global many of the
chapters describe empirical research completed with author and community shared here for the first time part one is a
collection of case studies documenting challenges and responses to peacebuilding by women from various parts of the world
part two focuses on peace and conflict studies pacs as a discipline examining not only what is but also what should be taught
this section critiques today s efforts at teaching peace and conflict studies and provides suggestions of how this important
work might be shared in more open and equitable ways part three enters territory found even less in the pacs literature in this
section our authors confront patriarchy engage in a discussion about the contribution queer theory makes to pacs and tussle
with the notion of inclusivity with considerations of both gender and disability it then ends with a discussion about the
contribution feminist methodologies make to pacs

Women Waging War and Peace 2011-08-18
sex and world peace is a groundbreaking demonstration that the security of women is a vital factor in the occurrence of
conflict and war unsettling a wide range of assumptions in political and security discourse harnessing an immense amount of
data it relates microlevel violence against women and macrolevel state peacefulness across global settings the authors find
that the treatment of women informs human interaction at all levels of society they call attention to the adverse effects on state
security of sex based inequities such as sex ratios favoring males the practice of polygamy and lax enforcement of national laws
protecting women their research challenges conventional definitions of security and democracy and common understandings of
the causes of world events the book considers a range of ways to remedy these injustices including top down and bottom up
approaches to redressing violence against women and the lack of sex parity in decision making advocating a state
responsibility to protect women the authors campaign against women s systemic insecurity which threatens the security of all
sex and world peace has been a go to book for instructors advocates and policy makers since its publication in 2012 since then
there have been major changes in world affairs including the metoo movement as well as advances in both theoretical and
empirical literature surrounding the subject this second edition which adds coauthors rose mcdermott and donna lee bowen
alongside valerie m hudson and mary caprioli revises and updates the book for a new generation the book retains its
foundational overview of the relationship between women s oppression and war enhanced by fresh data and new material
covering recent developments for global women s rights and analysis of additional examples of gender and conflict throughout
the world

Black Women and the Peace Movement 1984
the book introduces the 1000 women who were carefully chosen to represent the millions doing similar work around the world
each one is presented on a double page with a short biography and most of the women with a portrait photograph both images
and texts were compiled by local journalists and authors as well as by academics and members of organizations the
biographies give insight into the life and work of each of the 1000 women they also reflect the cultural differences involved in
evaluating personal data and build a colorful patchwork of different styles and types of biographies

Women, War and Peace in South Asia 2001-06-25
in the watershed year of 1919 world leaders met in paris promising to build a new international order rooted in democracy and
social justice female activists demanded that statesmen live up to their word excluded from the negotiating table women met
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separately crafted their own agendas and captured global headlines with a message that was both straightforward and
revolutionary enduring peace depended as much on recognition of the fundamental humanity and equality of all people
regardless of sex race class or creed as on respect for the sovereignty of independent states peace on our terms follows dozens
of remarkable women from europe the middle east north america and asia as they crossed oceans and continents commanded
meeting halls in paris zurich and washington and marched in the streets of cairo and beijing mona l siegel s sweeping global
account of international organizing highlights how egyptian and chinese nationalists western and japanese labor feminists
white western suffragists and african american civil rights advocates worked in tandem to advance women s rights despite
significant resistance these pathbreaking women left their mark on emerging democratic constitutions and new institutions of
global governance drawing on a wide range of sources peace on our terms is the first book to demonstrate the centrality of
women s activism to the paris peace conference and the critical diplomatic events of 1919 siegel tells the timely story of how
female activists transformed women s rights into a global rallying cry laying a foundation for generations to come

Women in Peace and War, 1900-1945 2001
the adoption of security council resolution 1325 on women peace and security in october 2000 marked the beginning of a
global agenda on women in armed conflicts and post conflict transition this book discusses the context and the content of this
un agenda and provides a systematic review of its implementation over the last fifteen years in peace agreements around the
world this book is timely offering a valuable contribution to the literature on gender in armed conflicts peace agreements
peace mediation and transitional justice and is essential reading for practitioners and scholars working in this field the study
adopts an interdisciplinary approach to raise key theoretical and practical questions often overlooked by scholars working
within the strict boundaries of the distinct disciplines the book introduces a new dataset on peace agreements that provides
important comprehensive evidence on the extent to which resolution 1325 and other subsequent resolutions on women peace
and security have impacted on peace agreements

We Made a Difference 1998
women strike for peace is the only historical account of this ground breaking women s movement amy swerdlow a founding
member of wsp restores to the historical record a significant chapter on american politics and women s studies weaving
together narrative and analysis she traces wsp s triumphs problems and legacy for the women s movement and american
society women strike for peace began on november 1 1961 when thousands of white middle class women walked out of their
kitchens and off their jobs in a one day protest against soviet and american nuclear policies the protest led to a national
organization of women who fought against nuclear arms and u s intervention in vietnam while maintaining traditional maternal
and feminine roles members of wsp effectively challenged national policies defeating a proposal for a nato nuclear fleet
withstanding an investigation by the house committee on un american activities and sending one of its leaders to congress as a
peace candidate as a study of a dissident group grounded in prescribed female culture and the struggle of its members to avoid
being trapped within that culture this book adds a crucial new dimension to women s studies in addition this account of wsp s
success as a grass roots nonhierarchical movement will be of great interest to historians political scientists and anyone
interested in peace studies or conflict resolution swerdlow has re created a unique piece of american political history a chapter
of the international peace movement and an origin of the modern feminist movement no historian activist or self respecting
woman should be without women strike for peace it shows not only how one group of women created change but also how they
inevitably changed themselves gloria steinem

Women's Action for Peace and Justice 1990
the book offers a critical review and analysis of many gender based efforts implemented since 2000 including empowerment
policies strategies and an in depth study of four particular cases it calls out the need for conceptualising gender as a social
structure in policy construction the book s critical review of rights and protection of women and empowerment efforts is
organised around initiatives in nearly a dozen african countries the data are also informed and confirmed outside the continent
in nepal sri lanka egypt and indonesia drawing on the authors unique expertise this captivating book assesses the good
intentions of policies designed and implemented with core beliefs they will be good for women and provides an insightful
analysis of what is and is not working

Gender and Peacebuilding 2015-10-16
when war descends and countries or families shatter it is often women who put the pieces together from their own experiences
of exclusion or surviving without full rights they understand what a society needs to create sustainable peace to make the
voiceless heard to realize human rights for all women who make peace seldom have their stories told their lessons and
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techniques while deeply effective risk being lost in the wayside of history 35 women building peace shares some of these
forgotten or overlooked stories they are gathered from materials produced in the award winning women peacemakers program
held at the joan b kroc institute for peace justice and funded by the fred j hansen foundation

Sex and World Peace 2023-05-30
this volume is the result of a long commitment of the online journal dep deportate esuli profughe to the themes of women
pacifists thought and activism in the 1900s the volume is a collection of contributions centred around three main themes the
first part living war women s experiences during the war brings together first hand accounts from women s lives as they face
the horrors of war drawn mainly from original sources such as diaries letters memoirs and writings the second thinking peace
feminist thought and activism explores the lives and thought of several key women activists who challenged inequalities and
sought to create new opportunities for women contributing to the definition of a transnational culture of peace the final section
international relations toward future world peace examines the work of a group of women who saw the outbreak of the first
world war and the emergence of an international women s movement for peace as an opportunity to act for their personal
emancipation and in some cases for a different idea of politics the volume fills a notable gap in international history studies
providing a selection of contributions from little known european contexts such as italy poland and austria the presence and
contribution of african american women which has been neglected in the history of women s pacifism is also explored
particular attention is given to the women s international league for peace and freedom and to the international congress of
women held in the hague in 1915

1000 Peacewomen Across the Globe 2005

Women, War, and Peace 2004

Peace on Our Terms 2020-01-07

A Culture of Peace 2005

Women, Peace and Security 2014

Women Strike for Peace 1993-11-15

Women and War 1993

Women for Peace 1994

Deconstructing Women, Peace and Security 2016

From local to global 2005

35 Women Building Peace 2012-10-09
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Living War, Thinking Peace (1914-1924) 2016-04-26
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